
Hot drinks machine, TASSIMO T47
TAS4752UC

Technical Data
Net weight (lbs) :  7
Gross weight (lbs) :  8
Quantity per packing unit :  1
Standard number of units per pallet :  36
Dimensions of the packing unit (cm) :  32.5 x 27.5 x 35
Volts (V) :  120
Frequency (Hz) :  60
Approval certificates :  UL
Plug type :  120V-3 prong
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Hot drinks machine, TASSIMO T47
TAS4752UC

- Low energy consumption: automatically reverts to stand-by
mode after every brewing cycle

- Innovative flow heater system: ready to go the moment the
machine is switched on and virtually no heat-up time between
drinks

- Intelligent drink identification bar code reader identifies the
size of drink, brewing time, and precise temperature to make
the perfect beverage

- Large variety of high quality hot beverages: freshly brewed
coffee, espresso, cappuccino, latte macchiato, hot chocolate
or tea right away

- Variable drink strength: fully automatic brew cycle can be
interrupted or extended at any time

- Mavea® MAXTRA water filtration system reduces limescale and
chlorine

- Fully automatic one-botton operation
- Flow heater system: Virtually no heat-up time at start-up and

between drinks
- 5 LED user interface provides user with current information

about machine status: Standby, Automatic mode, Manual
mode, Refill water tank, machine needs to be descaled

- Automatic cleaning and descaling program with use of a
special service T DISC (provided with the brewer)

- Height adjustable and removable cup stand and drip tray
- Removable water tank for easy refilling
- Cable storage compartment
- Trendy and compact design
- High quailty chrome plated brew head
- Low energy consumption: automatically reverts to stand-by

mode after every brew cycle
- Innovative liquid milk technology
- Immediately ready to brew drinks: virtually no cleaning and no

taste transfer between different drinks
- Auto-switch-off after opening brew mechanism
-
- Drip-free removal of T DISCs
- Dishwasher safe parts
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